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Even though many ancient stereotypes have changed in our current 

generation, one common belief for society has been the idea that in a 

relationship, the man is the dominant figure. This can be seen all over the 

media- from television, the Internet, magazines, books, etc. Women are 

often showed as the weaker figure, and forced to lean on their men for 

everything. The poem “ The Silence of Women” by Liz Rosenberg is about 

women becoming more demanding as they age and rebelling against the 

expectation for them to be submissive. 

The basic plot to the poem is that as a couple ages, the men become nicer 

and the woman take over the dominant role. After years of being “ silent” 

they cannot take it anymore and they let everything out. It shows a lot of 

frustration for the women over time. They also feel like they spent their 

whole life doing everything for this man, and now they are too old and it is 

too late to do something productive with their lives. 

The narrator is describing a woman who has spent her entire lifetime doing 

anything for this man whom she loves. She was very submissive, and 

followed the society expectation for caring for her man and her children. But 

after they grow old, and the children have their own lives, she feels 

purposeless so she starts to take back her dignity. She was forced to “ Sit 

there! And don’t you move! ” and has feelings that have been bottled up 

inside for so long. 

“ A lifetime of yes has left them hissing bent as snakes,” which means that 

after a life of going along with everything their men tell them, they are left “ 

hissing” or angry and dangerous like snakes. The word “ snakes” is an 
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example of diction, or the choice of word used. “ Snakes” gives the reader an

image of a dangerous animal, which could hurt you. This is a good way to 

describe the way the women feel and what they are becoming. Another way 

to describe the women is that over time, there even begins to be a role 

change. 

The women do not only become more vocal, but the men really step back 

and become the more submissive partner. As the narrator says, “ the 

chicken hatching back into the egg,” or the rebirth and recreation of a whole 

new dynamic. This is interesting because it makes that over time things 

could change and both parties may feel the need for change. But, despite 

the urge to change and start over, the women feel very hopeless because 

their life is used up and there is not much more they can do to make it better

for themselves. 

No matter what they do, “ they cannot beat time,” or go back to the past and

redo their life. It is over now, and they are old and forced to continue on the 

way they are. In the end of the poem, the narrator sums it all up by saying 

that besides the change in the roles and the need for the women to do 

something greater, nothing can be undone. Once you reach the end of your 

life, you cannot go back. As time goes on, relationships change and a 

submissive woman will want to break free from her shell and rebel against 

her expectation. 
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